The study of normal varieties was initiated by O. Zariski in the course of his investigation into the resolution of singularities of an algebraic variety. The intrinsic geometrical properties of normal varieties,uncovered in that investigation show, however, that we have in them a class of varieties demanding study for its own sake. Another very good, but in one sense probably more transient, reason for the study of normal varieties is that as yet we are not assured of the existence of a model free from singularities for any given field of algebraic functions, and in fact a greater knowledge of normal varieties may be a prerequisite for the resolution of singularities of arbitrary varieties.
Introduction.
The study of normal varieties was initiated by O. Zariski in the course of his investigation into the resolution of singularities of an algebraic variety. The intrinsic geometrical properties of normal varieties,uncovered in that investigation
show, however, that we have in them a class of varieties demanding study for its own sake. Another very good, but in one sense probably more transient, reason for the study of normal varieties is that as yet we are not assured of the existence of a model free from singularities for any given field of algebraic functions, and in fact a greater knowledge of normal varieties may be a prerequisite for the resolution of singularities of arbitrary varieties.
Below we direct attention to the question whether, or to what extent, the hyperplane sections of a normal variety(2) are themselves normal. Quite generally, if P is a property of irreducible varieties, we may ask whether the hyperplane sections of a variety with property P share this property. In particular, we may raise this question for the property P of being irreducible. For curves, it is clear that the hyperplane sections will for the most part be reducible, so we shall confine the question to varieties of dimension r>.2. For varieties of dimension r¡t2, it is still clear that not all the hyperplane sections will, in general, be irreducible:
for example, consider a (suitable) cone; the hyperplane sections through the vertex will be reducible. This example leads us to reformulate the question. The hyperplanes of a projective space in themselves form a projective space, the dual space 5"' : we shall say that almost all hyperplanes have the property P, if the hyperplanes not having the property P lie on (though they need not fill out) a proper algebraic subvariety of 5"'. Even if now it turned out to be false that almost all hyperplane sections of an irreducible variety are themselves irreducible, we would not consider the original question on normal varieties as closed, but would reformulate it in local terms; it turns out, however, that they are irreducible almost always (Theorem 12), and therefore it is possible to deal with the Presented to the Society, November 26, 1949; received by the editors June 28, 1949, revised form of §4 received April 3, 1950. (') This paper was written while the author was at Harvard University on an O.N.R. contract.
(2) A variety V/k is said to be normal if the quotient ring of each of its points is integrally closed. The variety V/k will be normal if and only if the ring of nonhomogeneous coordinates of V/k is integrally closed for every choice of the hyperplane at infinity. problem in the large. The main result established below is that almost all hyperplane sections of a normal variety are themselves normal. Here we must add that the ground-field will be assumed (largely for expository purposes) infinite; the coefficients will be restricted to k, though the points of the variety will be allowed coordinates in a universal domain over k. The main result mentioned is first established under the assumption that the field of rational functions on the given variety V/k is separably generated (Theorem 7); this restriction is removed in §4 (Theorem T). We also formulate and prove it for k finite, under the restriction that V/k be absolutely irreducible (Theorem 16) .
A normal variety is free of (r -1)-dimensional singularities [15; Theorem 11, p. 280](3), and so the first step is to prove that almost all hyperplane sections of a normal variety are free of (r -2)-dimensional singularities. Our statement and result (Theorem 2) are not merely geometric, but ideal-theoretic: it precedes the theorem on the irreducibility of almost all hyperplane sections, and contributes to its proof. (Actually, only the freedom from (r -l)-dimensional singularities, and not normality, is needed in order to prove that almost all hyperplane sections are free of (r -2)-dimensional singularities.)
Having proved that almost all hyperplane sections are irreducible and free of (r -2)-dimensional singularities, we are at the center of the problem. In proceeding, we consider only the affine part of space for various choices of the hyperplane at infinity, but this is clearly sufficient. We then characterize varieties normal in the affine space by two well known properties. The first is the absence of (r -l)-dimensional singularities, as mentioned above. The second is an arithmetic condition: namely, if £i, • • • , £" are the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of an r-dimensional variety defined over a ground-field k, then k[£i, ■ • • , £"] is integrally closed, and the second condition referred to is the theorem to the effect that any principal ideal in such ring (5^(0)) is unmixed (r -l)-dimensional (see [5; Criteria 1 and 2, p. 104]). These two conditions are sufficient (Theorem 3). To proceed, we prove first that the general hyperplane section of V/k, that is, the section by the hyperplane w0 + WiXi+ • • • +unxn = 0, where the m's are indeterminates and k{u) is the new ground-field, is normal (Lemma 3). We then specialize the parameters u: u^>a, obtaining almost always an irreducible hyperplane section Ha free of (r-2)-dimensional singularities. If this section is not normal, then some element in its ring of nonhomogeneous coordinates is mixed, in fact any element in the conductor of that ring will be mixed. One therefore attempts to find an element D(u, x), say, in k(u) [ The proof is completed upon showing that almost always an unmixed ideal specializes to an unmixed ideal. Krull [6] has a theorem to this effect for one parameter, nor is the proof for n parameters essentially different: it is only a question of a correct formulation and of repeating the proofs-induction on n fails. Krull's proof, however, depends on results of G. Hermann [4] which are not explicitly specified, and we therefore thought it might prove useful to present explicitly exactly as much as we require for the above: this is done in the Appendix. We have also so formulated the results, at least the main one, so that they are applicable also if the ground-field k is finite (Theorem 7 of the Appendix).
The main question dealt with in this paper was raised in a joint paper by O. Zariski and H. T. Muhly(4), and was specifically called to my attention by Professor Zariski. I should like at this point to thank him for doing so, and also for various remarks he made to me in the course of this investigation.
1. The singularities of the hyperplane sections. Let k be an infinite field, to be taken as ground-field, and let P be a property which can be asserted or denied for each point (a0, di, ' • • , a"), fl¿£&, either of an affine space An+i or of a projective space Pn over k. We shall say that P holds for almost all points of An+i or of P" if it holds for all points (a0, Oi, ■ • ■ , an), a;£&, except perhaps those lying on a proper algebraic subvariety of ^4"+i or of Pn; that is, the set of points E for which the property P holds should contain the complement of a proper algebraic subvariety.
In particular, if P holds almost always, then it holds for ar least one point.
In the case, for example, of hyperplanes 00X0+01*!+ • • • +anxn = 0, a¡£&, where the parameters (<z0, • • ■ , an) are clearly to be considered homogeneous, and where, say, P is a property which can be asserted or denied of each point (a0, • • • , an), cii^k, of the (dual) projective space Pn/k, in proving that P holds for almost all hyperplanes, it is nonetheless clearly sufficient to represent the hyperplane by the point (do, • • • , s») in affine space An+i and prove that P holds for almost all points in An+1. (We agree that P does not hold for the point (0, • • • , 0).) Note that when referring to "almost all points," we are considering only "rational" points, that is, points with coordinates in the ground-field k. On the other hand, the points of a variety V/k are allowed, in what follows, to have coordinates in a universal domain over k. We recall the definition of this matrix. In the case of characteristic 0, it is the classical Jacobian matrix yd/i/dx,!! ; we shall take i as the column index. In the case of characteristic p^O, this matrix is augmented with derivatives of the/, with respect to certain parameters occurring in the coefficients of the/,-. Namely, let k± be the field obtained by adjoining to kp-k, the ground-field--the various coefficients of the/,; and let Z\, ■ • • , z" be a ¿»-independent basis of ki/kp, that is, any element in k can be written uniquely as a polynomial in the z¿, of degree less than p in each z¿, with coefficients in kp. The mixed Jacobian matrix is dfi/dXj dfi/dZk Necessary and sufficient that the zero P of the ideal 31 be a simple zero of 31 is that the rank of this matrix evaluated at P be n -r [19; Theorem 11, p. 39]. One sees then immediately that a point P is a simple zero of (/i, • • • , fm) if and only if it is a simple zero of (xq/l • • ■ , xnf\, /2, • • • , fm) ; that is, we may replace/i by xq/i, • • • , x^/i (changing the ideal 31 at the same time). Thus we may assume, in investigating the simplicity of the zeroes of 31, that 3Í has a basis of forms of like degree, say 5.
In writing down the mixed Jacobian matrix for (31,/), where/ = aoXo+ • ■ • +a"x", we have a different field k\ to take into consideration:
this new field k\ contains the old, and so we keep the parameters Zi, • ■ • , za and adjoin the new ones. As a consequence, the mixed Jacobian matrix for (3Í, I) contains that for 31 as a submatrix.
One sees that here also 21 may be assumed to have a basis of forms of like degree 5.
Let J be the mixed Jacobian matrix of 3Í, J' that of (3Í, /), constructed as above. Let / = a0Xo+ ■ • ■ +anxn, and we shall suppose that 1 = 0 does not contain the variety V; so the (an, • • • , a") vary over the dual space of (x0, ■ • • , x") except possibly on a proper subvariety.
The ideal (31, /) is then (r-l)-dimensional, in fact, each component of (31, /) is (r -^-dimensional. A zero P of (21, /) is a singular zero if and only if rank J¡><n -r-f-1. Consider now the points (hyperplanes) a which carry a singular point P = Pa which is simple for 21. Then rank Jp = n -r, and since /isa submatrix of J' we have:
rank Jp = rank Jp = n -r.
Let U be the set of points (hyperplanes) a for which this condition obtains. We want to show that the a(E.U are subject to proper algebraic conditions. 
. a/i a/.
Then (fo, • • • , fn) are the homogeneous coordinates of the general point over k of some proper subvariety of projective w-space (or are all equal to 0). In fact, since each dfj/d^k (^0) is homogeneous, of degree 5 -1 in the £,-, it is clear that every polynomial relation over k between the f's is a consequence (sum) of homogeneous relations.
-r-l=n, so the variety defined by (£) over k is not the whole projective space (it is the empty set if all the £¿ = 0). In this way we get a number of proper algebraic subvarieties, that is, according to the various choices oí n -r oí the/,-and according to which partíais in (1) get the indeterminate coefficients. Let U' be the total variety so obtained. We assert that UÇ. U'.
In fact, let (a) £ U, and let P = Pa be such that rank /" = rank J¿ = n -r. Then also for some w -r of the/i, say/i, • • • ,/"_r, we shall have:
where the two * stand for various partíais which do not enter explicitly into the argument. Hence for some tí, • ■ • , t'n^r we shall have
Since not all the a, = 0, also some tj, say tí, 9*0. For 5¿ = a<//i , we shall then have: Proof. By choosing successively the hyperplanes x< = 0 as plane at infinity, one sees that it is sufficient to consider the question in affine space, or nonhomogeneously.
We suppose then Xo replaced by 1, and have to show that (21, a0 + aiXi+ • • • +anx") is almost always the intersection of prime ideals of dimension r-l. If V/k is normal, and for the most part this is the case we are dealing with, the unmixed character of (21, öo+öiXi+ • • • +a"x") is nothing but a special case of the principal ideal theorem: however, by a theorem we shall establish later, an unmixed ideal specializes almost always to an unmixed ideal of the same dimension, whence the unmixed character of (31, a0 + öiXi+ • ■ • +a"xn) follows almost always from the fact that (31, Mo+«iXi+
• • • -\-u"x"), where the u's are indeterminates and k(u) is the ground-field, is prime. If, now, some (r -l)-dimensional primary component of (31, a0+öiXi+
• • -+a"x") is not prime, then the general zero of the corresponding prime ideal $ is nonsimple for (3Í, ao + #iXi + ■ ■ • +önX"), hence is nonsimple for 31 also; thus ^5 represents an (r-l)-dimensional singular subvariety of V= V(ñ). Since F carries only a finite number of (r -^-dimensional irreducible singular subvarieties, the above situation will not obtain ifa0+aiXi+
• • ■ +a"x" = 0 contains none of them entirely, and this requirement places proper algebraic inequalities on the a¿.
In the following corollary, k may be finite; k', however, shall be infinite. The term "almost all" then takes on an extended meaning, namely, the coordinates a¿ are taken from k', but the exceptional points (ao, • • • i a») are still to lie on an algebraic variety over k. Proof. The field k'p is also separably generated over kp, so by a result of S. MacLane [2] (see also Proposition 19 quoted in footnote 9 as well as a remark on the definition of separable generation by Chevalley [l; p. 68]), Z\, ■ • • , zs, which are ¿»-independent over kp, remain such over k'v, so that these may still be retained as the parameters in the computation of the Jacobians. Attention is also to be called to the fact that every component of
ways. Thus the argument for the theorem also holds for the corollary.
Theorem 2. If V/k is free of (r -1)-dimensional singularities, then almost always the hyp er plane section of Vby a0+iiXi+
• • • +a"x" = 0, a¿£&, is free In a similar way, although our assertion that almost all hyperplane sections are normal refers to projective space, we may confine ourselves to the affine space. For to say that a variety is normal in the affine space is equivalent with saying that it is locally normal at every point at finite distance. From the statement for the affine space we can then deduce that almost all hyperplane sections are locally normal except on the empty set H0í~\Hií^i ■ ■ ■ Í^H", that is, they are locally normal everywhere.
In the following three theorems, then, V/k will refer to an algebraic variety considered in the affine space; let £i, Proof. The necessity of these conditions is well known. Conversely, from (1) we see that the (r-l)-dimensional primary ideals belonging to any proper principal ideal (a) are symbolic powers of minimal prime ideals, so by (2), (a) is the intersection of these symbolic powers. It then follows at once that R is the intersection of the quotient rings of R with respect to its minimal prime ideals; and since these are valuation rings, R is integrally closed, q.e.d.
Suppose now that V/k is free of (r-l)-dimensional singularities. 
is clearly a prime principal ideal (E(zi, ■ ■ ■ ,zr+i,u)). We may suppose E(zi, • • -, zr+i, u) normalized so as to be a polynomial in the «¿y, and primitive in them, so that E is defined to within a factor in k.
Definition. E(zi, • ■ ■ , zr+i, u) is called the elementary divisor form or ground-form of 31.
The ground-form is also defined more generally for unmixed ideals; see further remarks below (preceding Theorem 11). Proof. We consider V/k(u) and note that V/k is normal if and only if V/k(u) is normal (Lemma 0). Also if V/k is free of (r -l)-dimensional singularities, then so is V/k(u) [17; Lemma 2b, p. 132]. Hence we may carry out our considerations over k(u). Let us now pass to i? [F] , the residue class ring mod p, and designate residues with bars. It is this ring which is to be examined for integral closure. Thus we are asserting that R [ V] is integrally closed if and only if (dE/dzr+i) is unmixed. Now it is well known [3; (1.1), p. 297](9) that dE/dzr+i is in the conductor of R[V] (the way the known statement referred to is usually formulated is that dE/dzr+i is in the con-
, and since zr+1 is a primitive element of k(u) ($) over k(u) (zi, • ■ ■ , zr), the element dE/dzr+ï is also in the conductor of i? [F] ). The present theorem now follows at once from the previous one, q.e.d.
Before proceeding, we have to report briefly on a theorem of Krull's that we propose to apply, particularly since we need a somewhat stronger formulation of the theorem. Let 31 be an ideal in Rr, and make the substitution r->a, a£&, into all the polynomials in 2Í for which the result of substitution is not indeterminate.
These polynomials generate an ideal 2Í (which we shall also write as 2l~), and Krull studies the relation between the ideals 21 and 2l( note that a_ = \g( , and if the phrase "almost always" has the meaning which we are at present assigning it, namely, "except possibly for the points (au ■ ■ ■ , am), a¿£^, lying on a proper algebraic subvariety of the affine w-space over k." Also we remark that his theorems, especially the ones mentioned, also hold if R and RT are finite integral do- (8) A question of notation is involved here. Quite generally, if R is a subring of S and 2Í is an i?-ideal, then we shall frequently designate with the same symbol 21 the extended ideal S%. Theorem 6. Let a be an r-dimensional prime ideal in k(r) [xi, • • ■ , x"] which is such that a is almost always prime and r-dimensional. Assume moreover that the quotient-field of ß(r)[x]/a is separably generated. Then almost always the ground-form of a specializes to the ground-form of 21, and almost always the quotient-field of k [x]/a is separably generated.
Proof. Let P(zi, • • • , zr+1, r, u) be the ground-form of a, and let r->a give rise to the r-dimensional prime ideal a. Since a separable equation goes almost always into a separable equation, it is clear that almost always the quotient-field of &[x]/a is also separably generated. Now it is well known (9) 
and that case is present. A like remark holds for a. By Lemma 1, the degree of the ground-form of a in zr+i equals the degree of the ground-form of a in zr+i, and since clearly the ground-form of a is a factor of E(zi, ■ ■ ■ , zT+i, a, u), we see that it must actually equal £(zi, • • • , zr+i, a, u) almost always. 
,where 3. The irreducibility of the hyerplane sections. In this section we shall prove that almost all hyperplane sections of an algebraic variety V/k are irreducible.
We first add the hypothesis that V/k is quasi-absolutely irreducible (see definition below), and then remove it.
The following lemma is well known [l; Proposition 6a, p. 72]:
Lemma 4. If the field k is algebraically closed in the field 2 and u is an indeterminate, then k(u) is algebraically closed in 2(w).
Definition.
Let the field k be a subfield of the field 2. Then k is said to to be quasi-algebraically closed in 2, if every quantity in 2 which is algebraic over k is purely inseparable over k.
Lemma 5. // k is quasi-algebraically (q.a.) closed in 2 and u is an indeterminate, then k(u) is q.a. closed in 2(w).
Proof. Leta(w)£2(w) be separably algebraic over k(u). Let k'be the algebraic closure of k in 2: k' is purely inseparable over k, and k' is algebraically closed in 2. By the previous lemma o¡(m)£¿'(m). Now k'(u) is purely inseparable over k(u). So a(u) is separable and purely inseparable over k(u), whence «(«)£&(«). Theorem 8. Let k be quasi-algebraically closed in a field's = k (£i, • • • fM), of algebraic functions, and let degree of transcendence of 2/&=ï;2, say, £i, £2 algebraically independent over k, then except for a finite number of cÇJi, the field k(¡;i-\-ci;i) is quasi-algebraically closed in 2.
Proof (n). Let 2' be the field of quantities in 2 which are separably algebraic over k(¡-i, £2). Then 2'/& is also finitely generated(12), and if &(£i+c£2) is q.a. closed in 2', then it is also q.a. closed in 2. Hence in the continuation of the proof we may suppose 2=2', in particular, therefore, that 2/£(£i, £2) is separably algebraic and finite. Let ßc be the field of separable quantities in 2 over &(£i + c£2), so that ßc is q.a. closed in 2. We have *(fi, £2) ç íUéi, £2) S 2 and since 2 is a finite separable extension of &(£i, £2), there are but a finite number of possibilities for ßc(£i, ¿2). Hence ßc(£i, £2)=ßd(£i, £2) for some c, d£&, c?¿d (assuming k infinite). We now prove that ßc(£i, £2) = ßa(£i, £2), Cr^d, implies ß,; = &(£i + c£2). Changing the notation slightly we may assume that ß,-equals the field of separable quantities in 2 over &(£¿), i = 1, 2, and that ßi(£2) = ß2(£i). We had k q.a. Proof. This is a corollary to the previous theorem. Using the notation of Lemma 3.5, and keeping especially in mind the statement in the proof of that lemma that to study (77) over k(ux, ■ ■ ■ , un, «o) is the same as to study pendent, and now the theorem follows from the corollary to Theorem 8. At this point we wish to interpolate some remarks relating the notion of quasi-absolutely irreducible variety to the question of the behavior of a prime ideal in a polynomial ring upon extension of the ground-field.
We have dealt with this problem elsewhere(13), but will derive briefly the connection we need. Let we may suppose a to be primary. Let a be primary, p its associated prime; let 2 be algebraic over the pure transcendental extension 2' of k. Proof. It is clear that we may replace k by its algebraic closure, and hence suppose k to be infinite. This we do in order that we may apply a nonsingular linear homogeneous transformation over k, and thus assume that F(t, x) is of the same degree in x" as in all the variables. We suppose that now to be the case. We may and do assume F(t, x) to be irreducible in k(r) [x] .
Let us write F(t, x) in some definite way as quotient with numerator in k[r, x] and denominator in k[r]. We exclude the values a which annihilate the denominator, and so may suppose F(r, x)££ [r, x] . Now, however, we normalize F(t, x) so that the highest power of x" is 1 ; so we suppose F(t, x) to be of the form F(t, x) = G(r, x)/c(t), where c(T)E.k[r]; G(t, x)£&[t, x], and c(t) is the coefficient of the highest power of x" in F(t, x).
Suppose now that F(t, x) =Hq(x), where HÇ.kT [x] , and where, moreover, the coefficient of the highest power of x" may and shall be assumed to be 1. It is now not difficult to see that g is a power of p; in fact, upon applying any automorphism of kT over k(r) to H(x), we must have H(x)-*H(x), by the unique factorization theorem and by our normalization of H. Hence the coefficients of H(x) are purely inseparable over k(r), and so Hp (x)£ß(r) [ By a proof entirely parallel to that of Theorem 7, we can now state:
Theorem V. Theorem 7 holds without the restriction that the field of rational functions on V/k be separably generated.
5. The case of a finite ground-field. We shall need the following theorem as a lemma to Theorem 15. singularities, then V/K is also normal. If K/k is separably generated, it is sufficient to assume that K and k (£) are free over k.
Proof. It is clear that we need consider only the affine space. Let k(Zk' C.K, k'/k pure transcendental and K/k' algebraic. The hypotheses carry over to k', so we may assume k = k', or that K/k is algebraic. Let k" be the field of quantities in K which are separable over k. We first prove that V/k" is normal: the theorem then follows from Theorem 14. For points (a) of dimension >0, we unfortunately have no way of deriving the present theorem directly from Theorem T. We are compelled simply to strengthen each of the theorems and lemmas which contribute to the proof of that theorem, and then the present theorem follows just as does Theorem 7'. In several places, as, for example, Lemma 1 and Theorem 6, the modification necessary in the proofs amounts to little more than a change in notation. The modification of the Theorem of Krull is carried out explicitly in Theorem 7 of the Appendix. For Theorem 1, the modification is embodied in the proof of Corollary 2. Also no difficulty stands in the way of strengthening Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 in the direction needed for the present theorem. In the case of ideals (s = \, Zi = l)a, S3 we can say that always a^S-Ç(aS3)_ and almost always a~-93~= (aS)-, the proofs being quite parallel to those above. , a) ) almost always, we have that a is almost always a principle ideal with a generator of positive degree, whence a 9* ( 1 ). For n > 1, we first remark that we may confine ourselves to zero-dimensional prime ideals, since any ideal a^P is contained in such an ideal. We assume then that a=p is a zerodimensional prime ideal. Let RM=k(T) [xi, ■ • ■ , x"_i], and let p(n)=p nP(n). By induction we have that pWr*(l) almost always. Let f(xu • • ■ , x"-i, Xn) -0(p) be the congruence of least degree in x" satisfied by xn: here we may, and do, assume that the coefficient of the highest power of x" is 1. It follows quite simply that p=Pp(n> + (/). Now almost always p=P-p(n) + (/) and/ has the same degree in x" as/does.
When these conditions obtain, any zero of p(n) may be extended to a zero of p. Since p(n) 9*(1) almost always, p(n) and hence also 'iß has a zero almost always, that is, ^ß 9* (1) almost always.
Our main object now is to prove the following theorem:
If a is an unmixed r-dimensional ideal in R, then almost always a is unmixed r-dimensional First observe that a is almost always r-dimensional or less. Let ||/,y|| be of rank p. We shall say that the basis h, ■ • ■ , h is regular with respect to (xi, • • ■ , x") if at least one of the £-rowed subdeterminants of ||/i,-|| is regular in xn, that is, the determinant shall be of (not necessarily positive) degree d in x" and have a term in x" of that degree with coefficient independent of Xi, ■ ■ ■ , x"_i. We shall also say that m is regular with respect to (xi, We consider the module S-mi^ ^R-Zi, which is also defined for « = 1, but as we shall have to consider a similarly constructed module for (n -1) dimensions, we suppose n¡t2; so Xi9*xi. The module S-mPl ^R-Zi consists of the linear forms I in ^P-Zj for which there exists a polynomial i\xi)££(r)
[xi] such that F(xi) •/£m: the set described clearly forms an P-module. and z¿ = ~^bki (xi)z¡: then the matrices ||a<y|| and \\bki\\ are inverses, and al-most always ||ä,-j-|| and \\b~ki\\ will also be inverses. Hence zi, ■ • ■ ,z¡ will be a basis for P-Zi+ • • • -\-R-zs almost always, and 1/ =g¡(xi)z¡ ,j= 1, ■ ■ ■ , p, will almost always be a basis for m, and we now suppose these conditions to obtain: the module (zi, ■ ■ • , zj) maps almost always into the module (zi, ■ ■ • , z~), and we suppose this condition also to obtain. Now S m A ^R -Zi = (zi , ■ ■ ■ , zj), and 5 ■ itiH ^R ■ Zi = (zi , ■ • • , z"' ), from which the theorem for n = 1 is immediate. Now for the induction step: we pass from the fixed coordinates (yi, • ■ ■ ,yn) to (xi, • • • , x") in two steps. We first pass to: xj = / ."_, bjkyk,j= 1, • • • , n, bjk(E:k, in such fashion that m is regular with respect to xi , ■ ■ • , x"' ; and in fact we fix a basis (h, ■ ■ ■ , lt) of m and this basis will be a basis of regularity with respect to xi , ■ ■ ■ , xn' for almost all coordinate systems (xi , ■ ■ ■ ,x"'). Previously we placed /,-= 2/»i z/> supposed ||/,-3j| to be of rank p, and q to be an integer equal to or greater than the maximum of the degree in x" of the fij\ if we place q to be the maximum of the degree of the/¿y in all the variables Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn, we shall have a q which will serve in any of the coordinate systems (xi', • • • , x"'). In the transformation from (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xñ) to We now pass to: x< = /J_i aijXj , i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, aijÇik, a¿" = a",-= 0 if Í9*n. For some choice of the a,j we have by induction that holds almost always, and moreover the an may be selected to satisfy any given inequalities. Applying the lemma and the theorem on the sum of two modules, we have S-mC\ Y,Rzi = ItSnTil^J^RnU + m = R-(Sn -Vn IXft) + m almost always (m is regular almost always). It remains to see whether the , Ca= ^aijbjk may be chosen to satisfy any given inequality F(dk) 9*0. Since almost all choices of the b¡k are available, we can clearly so select them that F( ~Zaijbjk) does not become identically zero in the Oy; and then we may select the an so that F( ^2a,jbik) 9*0, that is, F(cik) 9*0, q.e.d.
Corollary.
The theorem is satisfied if the c<* are indelerminants, where the dk are tacitly adjoined to k(r) (though the exceptional points still lie on a proper sub-variety over the original k, as is easily seen).
Proof. It is clear that for the b¡k we may take indeterminates; the Oy are in k(bjk), and if cik= ¿lanbn, then k(r, cik) =&(r, bu), whence the c.-j, are alge-braically independent over k(r). It is clear we may interpret the e« as indeterminates.
Theorem 5. Ifñis an unmixed l-dimensional R-ideal, then also a is almost always unmixed 1-dimensional.
Proof. We subject the fixed coordinate system (yu • • • , y") to a general linear homogeneous transformation, that is, we understand the c,3-to be indeterminates. Then we shall have SaPP = a. By the previous theorem, almost always s-nr\R =~s^ñr\~R, that is, 5 • aPi? = a almost always, whence a has no zero-dimensional components. Since a is almost always of dimension s£*l, we have that a is unmixed.-We may remark that the proof could be carried out keeping the c,y in the field k. The c,y would have to be restricted so that the previous theorem is applicable and also so that 5-S[nj? = SI: one has therefore to check that S-2IPP = a for some c¿¿, and this is the case, in fact, for almost all d¡.
Theorem 6. If a is an unmixed r-dimensional R-ideal, then also % is almost always unmixed r-dimensional.
Proof. As in the previous theorem, we subject the given fixed coordinate system to a general linear homogeneous transformation.
We have S-aPP = a (we are assuming r>0, since the theorem has been proved separately for r = 0) and~a = sapp =~sHr\H almost always. The ideal S-%. is an unmixed (r-l)-dimensional 5-ideal, hence almost always S -a is unmixed (r-l)-dimensional, by induction. The fact that 5-aP^ = a shows that a has no zero-dimensional prime ideals. Moreover, a is a "transformed" ideal, just as a is, that is, it has a basis which is independent of the parameters c<y. Hence if a has an s-dimensional prime ideal, then S-'ñ will have an (s-l)-dimensional prime ideal, whence 5-l=r-1, s = r, that is, a is unmixed r-dimensional almost always. This completes the proof.-If one wishes to have at hand a polynomial/(t) £fe [r] such that a is unmixed r-dimensional \i f(a)9*0, one can obtain it by induction as follows: we have S-SI is unmixed (r-l)-dimensional almost always, that is, there exists a polynomial F(cíj, Xi, r)£&[c,y, Xi, r], F9*0, such that Sa is unmixed (r -l)-dimensional if F(dj, Xi, a)9*0. Since the ci;-and Xi are algebraically independent over k, we can write F uniquely as a polynomial in the Cij, Xi with coefficients in k[r]. Let /í(t)££ [t] be one of these coefficients, and let g(r)9*0, g(r)£jfe[r] besuch that 3-8^1=1 if g(a) 9*0.
Then f(r) -g(r)h(r) satisfies the condition required.
In the following theorem, k may be finite.
